Dilemma: Is it our responsibility to save the rainforests?
Please choose a number of pieces of home learning to complete over the next few weeks. Everyone is expected to complete at least 30 dojos of homework.

5 dojos
English

Maths

10 dojos

Make a list of products you can buy
in supermarkets that contain Palm
Oil.

The Earth’s major biomes include
tundra, forests, grasslands, and
deserts.

Research alternative ingredients
that could replace Palm Oil.

Describe the features of each biome
with examples on a map.

Write 5 questions where letters are
substituted for numbers in
calculations and then solve them
underneath.

Do TTRS everyday for TWO
weeks. See how much you can
improve your fastest time per
question.

E.g. 6 x C = 72
C = 12

Other

Draw a picture of one of your
family members in the style of one
of the illustrators we studied.

15 dojos

20 dojos

Write a short biography of Greta
Thunberg, and the impact that she
has had on climate change activism.

Build a 3d Model to illustrate the
four layers of the rainforest.

Create a series of graphs that
illustrate the different quantities of
rainfall across the different
Biomes. Present these ideas
alongside a map.

Create board game with the
rainforest theme that covers many
different Year 6 maths topics. You
will be able to play it with friends
of your choice.

Challenge: Describe these
changes over time.

Create your own climate change
banner! Think of the message, and
the imagery used.
Think of a rhyming chant to call out
with your banner.

Design your own Climate Change
poster – think of a SNAPPY slogan
and a persuasive call to action!

Grow a plant from seed, recording
the process with detailed notes,
drawings and photographs.
You can present this as a poster,
booklet, or PowerPoint presentation
– it’s your choice.

